
Lightning fast, accurate
and automated migration
to SAP cloud HR & Payroll
A global HXM Move partner with a proven track record



Move like lightning

A simpler, faster and more
efficient way to operate,
migrate and update SAP for 
HXM and Payroll

Nexus Suite provides a lighting fast, secure and cost effective solution

for SAP migrations and enhancement packs, no matter the version 

or system. With Nexus Suite, businesses will do in a day what would 

normally take a full team months to complete.  Nexus Suite’s vast testing 

environments result in unparalleled accuracy, while accelerating 

processes and eliminating risk.

HXM Move with Nexus
Suite and simplify your

journey to the cloud

Turn months into minutes with unparalleled

accuracy. Employee Central and Employee

Central Payroll migration with a 100%

success rate globally.

HXM Move from 

SAP On-Premise 

to SAP cloud 

payroll.

Migrate to SAP 

from legacy or 

non-SAP HCM 

payroll systems.

De-risk SAP 

support and 

enhancement 

pack changes.

Automate 

complex 

reporting and 

distribution.



The benefits

Enhance all aspects of your SAP Cloud  
Payroll or SAP On-Premise

Automatic and instantaneous migration
Nexus Suite can do in minutes what usually takes a whole team months. Data is reconciled automatically and the migration 
is fully transparent.  

Unparalleled accuracy and error elimination to de-risk projects
Nexus suite identifies differences in systems and configuration and accommodates for them automatically. Training 
environments also allow for payroll data comparison before go live to eliminate errors. 

Historical data migration to ensure compliance and auditability
Payroll verification is performed across 100% of the population vs only a subset which allows for full analysis and reporting 
of issues. Historical data migration means you’re fully auditable and compliant.

Customised and complex reports, automatically distributed, in minutes
Quickly and easily generate reports without coding or the support of technicians. Your payroll or HR team can pull any 
metrics they want and generate reports in 5minutes. 

No down time or rekeying - so you can be BAU while migrating
Nexus Suite determines configuration items that have been updated or created during the project and includes them in the 
migration. 

Save significantly on costly migrations and implementations
SAP migrations, enhancement and support packs take full teams months to implement and migrate. Nexus Suite costs a 
fraction of the cost of the project team. 

Easily migrate from to SAP
Cloud from any HRIS system
Simplify your journey to the cloud turning months into minutes with

unparalleled accuracy.



The Nexus Suite solution

Nexus Suite Products

Nexus Move

Everything you need to HXM move.

Fast and cost effective comprehensive 

migration from SAP On-Premise to SAP 

Employee Central Payroll (EPC) and 

Employee Central (EC).

Payroll Verification

Comparison and analysis of payroll 

results between systems to ensure 

any adverse impacts to payroll 

calculations are easily identified and 

can be actioned.

Data Replication

Replicate, duplicate and scramble 

employee data and payroll results for 

testing environments and issues.

HCM Gateway

Analyse SAP release notes and 

understand all the impacts on the 

current system prior to 

implementation.

Data Conversion

Easily converts, transforms and loads 

data from any HR or Payroll system 

(SAP or other) into Employee Central 

& Employee Central Payroll.

HCM Reporting

Smart and easy SAP reporting pulled 

in minutes with no coding and 

automatically distributed.



There’s no reason not to move to
the cloud with Nexus Suite.

Nexus Suite expands upon SAP making it simpler, faster
and more efficient to operate, migrate and update.

sales@tiknexus.com

tiknexus.com


